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Calibration of Commercial Radio Field-Strength 
Meters at the National Bureau of Standards 

By Frank M. Greene 

A brief desciij^tion is given of the standards and methods used in tlie calibralicjn of 
commercial radio field-strength meters at the National Bureau of Standards in t he frequency 
range 10 kc to 300 Me. A calibration consists in part of measuring the over-all linearity 
of the field-strength meter at one or more frequencies and radio-frequency ini)ut voltage 
levels, and in measuring the internal attenuator ratios at one or more frequencies in terms 
of precision dissipative-type step attenuators, as well as ])recision mutual-inductance attenu¬ 
ators, depending ui)on the frequency being used. The lemainder of the calibration consists 
in determining the so-called antenna coefficient or correlation factor of the set relating field 
strength to the output meter reading. Below about 30 Me this is done only for sets using- 
loop antennas in terms of a quasi-static magnetic field i^roduced by a single-turn balanced 
t.ransmitting loop. Above this frequency for sets using only di])ole antennas a locally 
generated radiation field is used and is evaluated in terms of the electromotive force induced 
in a horizontal receiving dipole. The accuracies of the various ])arts of the calibration are 
discussed for different portions of the above frequency range. 

1. General 

The National Bureau of Standards offers a 
calibration service ^ for certain types of radio 
field-strength meters in the frequency range 10 kc 
to 300 Me. The calibration consists in measuring 
the over-all linearity of the instrument at one or 
more frequencies and radio-frequency (r-f) levels, 
measuring the internal attenuator ratios at one or 
more frequencies, and measuring the so-called 
antenna coefficient or correlation factor relating 
field strength to the output meter reading under 

specified conditions of set gain at specified fre¬ 
quencies. All measurements are made in terms 
of sinusoidal voltages or currents. 

In developing the equations used in this paper 
for determining held strength, the practical 
rationalized inks units have ])een used. This is 
in agreement with recent international action. 

1 For further information and calibration fees, write to Director, National 
Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C. 

2. Measurement of Linearity and Attenuator Ratios 

Those quantities involving only r-f voltage ratios 
are measured in terms of precision dissipative stej) 
attenuators or precision mutual-inductance (wave- 
guide-below-cutoff) attenuators, depending on 
frequency. Use is made of two types of dissijia- 
tive attenuators comprising “Pi’' or “T” sections, 
one employing wire-wound resistance elements for 
frequencies below 1 or 2 Me, the other using 
coaxial sections of evaporated or dejiosited metal 
film for frequencies up to 300 Me. These stej) 
attenuators are standardized on direct current and 
their ratios determined to witliin 0.1 ])ercent. 
Frequency corrections are determined by compar¬ 
ing one standard attenuator used at signal fre¬ 
quency against another used at the intermediat(' 
frequency in a receiver. Cross checks are mad(' 
against the standard mutual-inductance attenua¬ 
tor at frequencies above about hve megacycles. 

This type of attenuator ^ serves as a primary 
reference standard, since the attenuation is a func¬ 
tion only of its linear dimensions which can Ix' 
precisely determined. Tlie TE i,i mode of excita¬ 
tion is used, tlie higher order unwanted modes 
being reduced l)y means of a strip tiltnr. Flrrors 
resulting from the finite conductivity of tlu' 
cylinder wall, and from the proximity of the op- 
(uating frequency to the cut-off frequency are less 
than 0.1 (lb in a bO-db range in the IIF^ band 
(3 to 30 Me) and the VHF band (30 to 300 Me) and 
can usually be m^glected. 

Since the over-all linearity of a lield-strength 
meter will in general be a function of lioth fre¬ 
quency uiid r-f input level, it is necessary to de¬ 
termine this dependence. Fortunately, this eflect 

2 R. E. Grantham and J. .1. Freeman, A standard of attenuation for micro- 
wave measurements, Trans. AIEE 07, 535 (1918). 
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J-'iCLRE 1. Calibrdtion of ihe inlernol attenuators and 
linearity of a commercial field-.^trength meter. 

is usually limited to the highest attemiatoi- ste])s 
ill those types of sets having’ inti'rmediate- 

frequency attenuators only. The departure fronr 
linearity has been found in general to he less thai 
2 percent if the signal voltage applied to the mixe ii 
grid does not exceed about 5 percent of the in| 
jected local oscillator voltage. For practical anc! I 
economical reasons-it is necessary to limit line-j^ 
arity checks on the attenuator steps in (luestior!:’ 
to oiu' oi- two frequencies as specified by the user': 

For those sets also employing r-f attenuatoj-s iri “ 
the antenna input circuit it is necessary to ensurtii 
that these ratios are measuriHl under actual'^ 
opi'i-ating conditions, ddiose r-f attenuator stepsli " 
which may Ih' affected by the changing sourccijK 
impc'danci' oi th(‘ antiuina, or the changing iiijiutil ^ 
admittaiK'e ol the first r-1 stage with freipiencyjj“f 
are measured with the antenna placed in a fiekl i 
which can be attenuated in known i*atios. f f 

ihe voltage linearity and attenuator ratioj 
measurements made on field-strength meters arel 
usually certified to ±2 percent. The equipment 
used is shown in figure 1. !“ 

3. Measurement of Antenna Coefficients From 10 kc to 30 Me 

At the present time the National Bureau of 
Standards cei-tifies only Held-strengtli meteis using- 
loop antennas lielow about 30 Ale. The calibra¬ 
tion is made in terms of a standard free-space 
(piasi-static magnetic field jiroduced hy a single- 
turn, unshielded, balanced, transmitting loop of 
known radius and with a known current flowing. 
The current is measured by means of a vacuum 
thermocouple^ at the loop center, which was 
previously standardized on diri'ct cui-rent, the 
d-coutj)ut ol the thermocouph* being measured by 
ineans of a precision slide-wire potentiometer. 

I he Ireipu'ncy error of the type of thermocoiqile 
used for this purpose has been found to be less 
than 1 pei-cent at frequencies even as high as 100 
Me when used in a balanced circuit with the 
therniocou])le at essentially ground potential. 

ddi(‘ magnitude of the field strength produced 
l)\' a single-turn circular transmitting loop is 
given by e(j (1) lor the case of coaxial transmitting 
and receiving loops as shown in figure 2. The 
actual value ol the (piasi-static magnetic field, 
//, ])r()duced by the loop is expressed in terms of 
the equivalent electric component, K, that would 
exist in a li’C'e-sjface radiation field, d he relation¬ 
ship used is £ = ///, Avdiere Z is the im])edance of 
InH'spaci' (Z—370.7 ohms). 

/,7i^ OOtt/’i/ 27r(/ \“ 
(1) 

W ll(']-(' 

lb - ('(juivahuit 1 ri'e-space electric field strimgth 
in rms vudts ])(t met(u* 

/'j- radius ol transmitting looj), meters. To 
ke('j) a uniform current in the transmit- 

__loo]) make 27r/'i<X/S 

frmu insulated 

2 

/u^iuulius ()f receiving loop, meters. If re-1 
ceiving loop is rectangular use equiva-1 
lent radius of circle havung same area | 

(/=axial spacing (meters) between coaxial 
loops (make (/>7/-i and df>7r2) 

/= transmitting loop current, rms amperes 
X = free-space wavelength in meters, 

ddie value of field given fiy eq (1) is essentially 
independent of frequency up to about 5 Ale, above 
vvdiich the frequency correction term under the | 
radical (the induction-field component) begins to 
bet’ome appreciable for the spacing used in the 
XBS standai’d ((7^1.25 m). The value of field • 
strength used for calibration is of the order of 0.1 
v/m, (/q = 0.1 m, 7=0.1 amp). 

The magnitude of the field, \E\, predicted by eq 
(1) was verified at several frequencies up to 30 Ale | 
by measuring the electromotive force, e, induced 
in a single-turn untuned balanced receiving loop 
immersed in Ihe field. Tlu^ rdationshii) used was 

m-fy (2) 

where T is the elective length of the single-turn 
looj) in meters. 
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!; where A is the looj) area in scjiiare iiK'ters, aiul X is 
f the operating: wavelength in meters. Agreements 
Avere o])taine(l between these two methods of de- 
i terniining the field to within o pereent. 
\ It is known that the ease of tin* tield-stiamgth 
I meter will distort the held being measnrc'd. Thorc' 
i is reason to l)elieve that this distoi-tio]i will not be 
: the same when the instrimu'nt is |)lae('d in tin' 
j above (piasi-static held {EccXld’-^) as wdien placed 
I near tin' ground in a radiation h('ld, (/i'oc 1 V/-'), 

where usually 1 for |)lan(' earth d('[)('nding 
u])on Ireqiiency, distance', and the ground con¬ 
stants.It is believed that this dilfei-ence is 
probably not great. Previous comparisons of 
instruments calibrated in both types of fields have 
agreed to within considerably better than 5 pei- 
cent at broadcast frequencies. However, orienta¬ 
tion of the receiving loop antenna relative to the 
instrument case must be specified since if later 
used in other positions an error of as much as 5 to 
10 percent may be introtluced into subsequent 
measurements depending upon the height of the 
loop above the case.^ This error is usually negli¬ 
gible if this height is greatei* than the loo]) diam¬ 
eter. It does not a])pear feasilde to attempt to 
establish standard radiation fields using the 
standard-held method at fre([uencies much below 
30 Me because of the difficulties in accurately 
taking into account the ground effects. 

In calibrating a field-strength meter by means 
of eq (1), the setup is made in a cleared space as 
shown in hgure 3 such that a distance of at least 
two or three times the loop spacing, d, exists (o 
the nearest sizable metallic objects and to the 
ground. Their effect in distorting the held can be 
estimated by moving up metal objects of similar 
size and noting the effect on the value of the 
received held. For the above distance and 
spacing the effect of small objects on the value of 
field was usually found to be less than 1 ])ercent. 

It may l)e found necessary to shield thoroughly 
the r-f generator and transmission line to the loop 
to reduce leakage helds, also to correct the current 
calibration of the tliermocouple for harmonics in 
the r-f supply. It is preferable that the r-f gen¬ 
erator out])ut be l)alanced to ground at least for 
frequencies above 1 or 2 Me. 

The ‘‘antenna coefficient,” K, is evaluated by 
the relation 

(4) 
where 

E’l^standard field given by eq (1) usually 
expressed in microvolts per meter 

■* K. A. Norton, 'Fhe calculation of ground-wave field intensity over a 
finitely-conducting spherical earth, Croc. IRE ‘i9, G23 to G39 (Oec. 1941). 

5 H. Diamond, K. A. Norton, E. G. Laphain, On the accuracy of radio 
field-intensity measurement at broadcast frequencies, J. Research NRS 21, 
795 (1938) RP1156. 

Figure 3. Determining the loop-antenna coefficient of a 
commercial field-strength meter. 

Ml = true attenuator ratio used 

A/i = output meter reading corrected from 
linearity datti 

/'—frequency, usually in kc or Me. ddiis 
fretiuency factor is introduced arbi¬ 
trarily as a convenience to make K 
('theoretically) independent of fre- 
([uency, since 

In using the held-strength meter later for actual 
measurements, the unknown held in microvolts 
per meter is given by 

E 
K]\l2 A2 

'~~r~ 

(5) 

where K is given by eq (4), and 
4/2=output meter reading corrected from 

linearity data 

= attenuator ratio used 
/’^frequency in same units as used in ec] (4). 

Wdiile the instrument actually measures the mag¬ 
netic coni|)onent, II, of the unknown held, the 
indication is given in terms of the electric com- 
j)onent, E, that would exist if the measurement 
were being made in free space, from the relation¬ 
ship, E=ZH, ])reviously given. Alien the meter is 
used to measure field strength near the ground, 
however, this relationship is in general no longer 
valid. CXmseiiuently, the indicated value for tlu' 
electric conijionent may be subject to question in 
some cases unless the effect of the ground at the 
measurement site is considered; the magnetic field 
is however always correctly given by converting 
the electric lield strength reading by the abovi' 
sinqile free-siiace relation. 

The accuracy of antc'una coefficients is usually 
(‘(‘rtilied to ±3 percent below 5 Me and ±5 percent 
bet ween 5 and 30 Me for sets using loop antennas. 



4. Measurement of Antenna Coefficients From 30 to 300 Me 

At the frequencies in the VHF band, the Na¬ 
tional Bureau of Standards certifies only field- 
strength meters using dipole antennas. The de¬ 
termination of antenna coefficients is made in 
terms of a radiation field by either the standard- 
field method or the standard-antenna method 
using half-wave dipoles and horizontally polarized 
transmission in either case. These two methods 
were intercompared and excellent agreement was 
obtained over most of the range of antenna heights 
and distances of separation used between trans¬ 
mitting and receiving antennas.^ 

In using the VHF standard-field method it was 
necessary to select a Hat graded site free of any 
reflecting objects such as trees, buildings or wires 
within a radius of at least several hundred feet 
around the transmitting and receiving antennas. 
With these conditions approaching the ideal, the 
absolute magnitude of the field at the receiving 
antenna was accurately computed at these fre¬ 
quencies by considering only the direct and 
ground-reflected waves from the transmitting 
antenna, as indicated in figured. Both horizontal 
half-wave dipoles are assumed oriented normal to 
a line joining their centers, and spaced a horizontal 
distance, d, greater than 2X. The resulting rnis 
field strength ^ in volts per meter at the receiving 
antenna is 

wlwre 
/// = eft*ective length of antenna in meters 

^X/tt meters for a half-wave dipole 

X = wavelength in meters 

/i 1 = [ (//1 — A2) “ + d“]^ = direc t -ray pa t h -le ng th in 
meters 

portion of the X^HF band. In this case, eq (6)|j(^ 
may be wit ten 

GOtt/w/ 
\m rt--w LV-Bi pJ 

R1E2 
i")'. 

Unless (/ii+/(!2jA/<f0.05, it may be necessary to 
determine accurately the actual dielectric constant j 
or reflection coefficient of the ground. For 
instance, if (A]+/62)/d=0.2, the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient may liave any value in the 
range 0.85 to 0.93, depending upon the moisture 
content of the top layers of the soil at the measure¬ 
ment site. If (/q + A2)/d=0.1, this range may be 
roughly 0.93 to 0.96. For (Ai+A2j/d<0.05, 
the reflection coefficient wll usually be greater 
tlian 0.96. For tins conditiou, and if further 
27r/qA2/Xd<l/4, eq (7) will reduce to 

2407rd£r/ /hlh2 

(m (8) 

/tb— [(/n + A2)"+d"]^ = ground - reflected - ray 
path-length in meters 

d=horizontal distance of s(‘paration, 
meters 

hi and //2=tlie heights in meters above ground of 
the transmitting and receiving an¬ 
tennas, respectively 

p=niagnitude of the plane-wave reflection 
coefficient of the ground (horizontal 
polarizationb ^ is the angle of 
phase lag on reflection 

/ = rms current in amperes at the center 
of the transmitting antenna 

A = 27r/X. 

1 h(' phase sliift on reflection, </>, is verv nearly 
180 degrees for many types of ground nvei* a large 

V,' Development of very high-frequency fie 
intensitj. standards, J. Kesearch NBS 44, 527 (1950) RP210U. 

‘ Based on equation derived from reference 4 in mks units. 

giving the field to within ±2 percent of the value 
obtained from eq (7) for these conditions. 

In using the standard-antenna method the 
field strength of a locally generated field is deter¬ 
mined by measuring directly the induced enif 
in a standard receiving dipole oriented for maxi¬ 
mum response from the relation 

\E\=e/l„, (9) 
where 

c = induced enif in the receiving dipole in 
volts 

/ii- = effective length of the dipole, meters, 
meters for a half-wave dipohe 

The enif is measured directly by means of a 
relatively high impedance silicon crystal voltmeter 
built into the gap at the center of the antenna. 
This eliminates the necessity for a separate meas- 

4 



' uremeiit of the antenna inipedance, which greatly 
simplifies the problem, improving the over-all 
'accuracy of the measnrement. 
I Owing to the lack of selectivity in this method as 
used, it does not lend itself to calibration work in the 
.vicinity of strong interfering fields that may 
often be encountered. The site used for VHF 
cahbration work at the National Bureau of 
Standards is in a partially shielded valley some 
15 miles from the nearest interfering station. 

!i ^^^lile it is possible to use either the standard- 
j| field or the standard-antenna method for determin¬ 
ing the antenna coefficients, the latter method is 
used at the National Bureau of Standards at the 
present time. Field tests have shown the excel¬ 
lent agreement possible between the two methods 
throughout the VHF band. The choice was 

j largely one of convenience, as it was found some- Iwhat more convenient to provide an accurate 
calibration of the silicon crystal voltmeter than 
to ensure an accurate measurement of the trans¬ 
mitting antenna current throughout the VHF 
band. 

The “antenna coefficient” of the field-strength 
meter under test is determined by placing its 
dipole antenna at a specified height, usually 10 
feet, in the radiation field previously measured 
using the standard receiving di])ole and the rela¬ 
tionship given by eq (9). Equations (4) and (5) 
are used as at lower frequencies, except that the 
frequency term,/, is usually omitted. Use of the 
meter later at other antenna heights or over 
ground liaving appreciably different constants 
may require corrections foi- heights less than about 
one wavelength.^ 

The accuracy of the antenna coefficients certi¬ 
fied by the Natioiial Bureau of Standards depends 
largely upon the merits of the individual meter 
under test. In general, these coefficients are 
certified at present to ±10 ]:)ercent for frequencies 
between 30 and 150 Me and to ±15 percent for 
frequencies between 150 and 300 Me. 

Washington, May 9, 1951. 

8 F. M. Greene, Influence of the ground on the calibration and use of VUF 
field-intensity meters, J. Research NBS 44, 123-130 (1950) RP2062. 
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